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Abstract:
The project of Solar panel cleaner is fully operated by Solar energy which is a clean energy and a type of renewable energy available freely in

the world. The Design and fabrication smart solar panels cleaner is a device used to clean solar modules effectively. Nowadays after the

Increased use of Solar energy in every where to reduce the pollution of the world and to not depend on oil for generating power and providing

electricity. And in order to solve the problem of reducing the efficiency of solar panel due to dust accumulation precisely in the big

companies that used solar modules significantly to generate power. From this significant problem we have planned to make a smart device it

will contribute effectively to solve such problems without any failure. So, we have decided to make our project in solar panel cleaning

machine. The current technologies available now to clean the dust from solar panel are big in size and need at least two workers to operate

the machine and get powered from electricity which means it is also costly. our device is used clean energy and it is the aim of our project.

This system has Some automatic work Like moving along the modules and detecting the obstacles also cooling the modules if the during the

temperature rise. It will store the energy in the battery also it has one Solar panel installed at the top of a machine. It designed to Solve the

main problem which is cleaning the dust also to reduce the number of workers and to Save the time and effort.

Aims & Objectives:

Designing the solar panel cleaner is totally operated by using clean energy 

which does not have any effect the environment. So, there is no need for oil 

in this project by using ultrasonic sensor all obstacles and limits or 

boundaries of the solar modules will be known and detected.

▪ To clean the solar modules very effectively from accumulated dust.

▪ To increase the efficiency of generating power from solar panel.

▪ To minimize the number of workers in cleaning solar panel.

▪ To reduce human threat.

▪ To use new technology rather than using old methods which clean solar 

modules manually

Methodology:
solar panel cleaner is a smart robotic machine which will be

helpful in the field of solar energy to clean solar panels. it’s

eco friendly machine which works by clean energy. it has a

battery to store electrical power in the form of DC. the

energy is traveling and passing by the wires to DC motor.

This motor is going to convert electrical energy which is

stored in the battery to mechanical power so it will drive the

wheels that relate to motor. the brush will rotate at very high

speed in the clockwise direction to remove the dust from the

panel. this machine has a sensor which is responsible for

detecting the obstacles and has a cooler which will work to

cool the modules once the temperature rise. Also, it has a

camera to monitor the working of machine remotely. As well

as it will have one controller to enable the worker to control

as direct the machine

Data Analysis: Results:

• To increase the efficiency of solar panel.

• To clean solar PV modules effectively.

• Simple in Size and has good performance.

• It has a camera to monitor the work of device from any where.

• Can Cool solar modules while temperature rise by using Cooler.

Itself working by solar energy and having a battery to store the

energy.

Sample Table of Findings and Observations:

Conclusions:

In our project we have designed and simulated smart solar panel for

cleaning solar panel surfaces. The project will be helpful and useful in

the solar panel fields. It will increase the efficiency of power generation

and, will decrease the time taken in cleaning one surfaces as well as, will

reduce the number of workers
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